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The slab-hands of Speaker held the podium. Not that white-knuckle-hold desperate people talk 

about, but with a gentle emersion as if the podium and his hands were actually sewn together with the 

same living particles sharing the same infrastructure and causality of action, the type of inseparable 

unity codependent people talk about. Speaker felt it. The participants in the dome felt it. In fact, even 

the podium did, if one can believe that physical structures have sense and choice hidden within their 

non-skin frames. The podium, granite and aged, somewhat greened and blackened in places, held 

Speaker in the same connected way believing they had chosen each other many moons ago and by that 

choice would continue to feel the simple and beautiful grace of a shared soul.  

Speaker caressed the outermost edges of his confidence, finding the once hard piercing corners 

to be forever rounder and smoothed with his constant affection, like a sugar cube that’s been licked too 

much on one side. As he rubbed his man-made appendage with deliberate purpose he let the letter G 

escape from his throat with a brilliant boom. He and the podium were glad to be starting the new 

discussion day with such a glorious letter.  

The letter G.  

Dictionary rang the bell at the Dome’s center upon his rickety perch high up in the sky 

supported by one solid oak beam driving straight down to the center of the Participants. He opened the 

weighted book for debate to letter G and nodded down to Speaker. Silence fell over the jabbering 

pupils, they talked incessantly.  

“Scribe, where did we leave off?” Speaker bent, only slightly, to address the maid to his left who 

could have been a floating head, the previous G notes surrounding her in towering piles on all sides. The 

top of her head smiled up at Speaker along with the necessary ink pens stuck in and through knotted 

black hair. She drew the pen from behind her right ear and let it tread speedily down the pages directly 

in front, until it stopped. 
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“Gray, the next word is gray.” Her proclamation turned to an appeasing smile. Speaker returned 

it and shot his head up ceremoniously to Dictionary, who was thumbing gingerly through the thin 

detailed pages of the G chapter; handling the ancient lore with aggression even in the slightest form 

would lead to ripped and lost words. It would lead to tragedy. A creature of the ritual like all others, he 

stood as tall as he could and rang the bell once more. 

“Definition 1, if you please Dictionary!” Speaker spanned the Participants, all clutching their 

numbered paddles ready to shoot them up and rally an opponent or expand with an adversary, lips 

foaming over separated teeth – teeth moving with tongue as a warm up. Dictionary cleared his throat. 

He had succeeded his father in the position, as one tends to do, but had not been blessed with the 

natural projection. Without his voice, he would be Dictionary no more. The thought made him weary.  

“Definition 1: of a color between white and black; having a neutral hue.” Dictionary grinned, 

knowing he could now listen for a good hour, let his instrument rest.  

And the debate began.  

Paddles rose, shot, struck out at the air barely missing one other. Speaker knew immediately. He 

never called on the participants whose thoughts led to the most informative and interesting 

conversations, those that left into the night exuding a feeling of purged satisfaction, and a new 

intelligence; those that transformed the whole and shed the light of purpose on their existence. No, 

never…  

“17, then 102 and 63.” 

A knowing twinkle passed 17’s eyes only briefly and his paddle fell straight to his side to be held 

secure by his unmoving soldier hands. Hands attached to the unmoving soldier arms which attached to 

emotionless steel shoulders attached to the never flinching torso attached to two solid stalks that barely 

resembled those transporting devices known as legs. Only his mouth moved. Just his mouth.  
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“First thought, this is an impossibility. How can something share both black and white? They are 

as different as anything can be. Second thought, a medium. If the pair had to conform for some reason, 

had to find something in one another – a compromise. A trade off. What would it look like? How would 

it come about? If someone brought the blackest as pitch night sky next to the brightest of pure white 

snow, what would come between them on the spectrum? It can only come from experimentation! The 

only reason gray exists is because someone experimented with the idea of compromise and discovered 

it. So how do we define this true exact moment that is gray? How?” 

“102, response.” Speaker’s voice shot like an arrow. 

“The exact moment isn’t precise or even that pertinent, it’s simply the combination itself that 

defines the word. The taking a little of one and mixing a little of the other – it’s the middle, which you 

mentioned. You used the word medium – so an average. There is nothing exact about an average, the 

decimal point goes on and on. Gray is simply the middle, of two sides. In color between black and white, 

and if we’re talking about an idea then it’s what comes from splitting something and sharing that piece.” 

“But how does that happen, compromise? That’s what I am saying. If both sides come together 

allowing the other to influence them, to infect them…” 

“Yes, but you asked how and when we define it? Even the smallest amount of infection changes 

the color no matter if it’s added in one heaping spoonful or dotted in over the course of fifty years, 

thereby inventing GRAY.” 

“Dictionary, Definition 2!” Speaker often called out an intended skip number in initial grab, but 

spaced enough that no one deemed it ill will or favoritism, after all debate by nature will take its own 

turns. 63 might get her chance. No one can predict that. Dictionary cleared his throat again, heavily, 

having nearly drifted to sleep. Realizing this word might end up being dissected quicker than others, he 

brought himself to standing, to keep alert.   

“Definition 2: dark, dismal or gloomy.” 
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“Not compartmentalizing these definitions, I must say, really, that the idea of infection and the 

thereby altering of the initial subject by said infection – well that is dark, dismal and gloomy! Couldn’t 

have asked for a more truthful reactionary comment.” 

“It’s only dark and gloomy if you don’t desire combination! Are we talking chemistry now? On 

what level? It is sometimes desired after all, you can’t ignore that fact.” 

“And sometimes it’s brought about by the unwillingness of both parties involved, which is 

dismal! You think the bucket of black paint that had white spilled into it by accident desired 

combination? It was an accident. This word exists because someone tripped!” 

“Maybe. Yes, maybe! But they created something completely different by doing so. Changed the 

course!” 

During this exchange, paddles shot up through the immobile shafts of humans, wanting to weigh 

in on the intricacy. Speaker noticed. He noticed everything, the paddles that swung up with ferocity, and 

those that sat quietly in a back pocket hidden from the world. 

“43, weigh in!” 43 gave Speaker a dazed look as he gently removed the paddle from his back 

pocket and let it swing to and fro from his loose left hand. Speaker could almost feel the slight breeze 

from the action and he didn’t like it. 

“The color of my eyes.” 

“Off topic, number 43, number 210!” 

“Off topic? It’s a definition. My eyes are gray.” No one looked over to check if 43’s eyes really 

were gray, “And you mentioned chemistry, well that’s why they are the way they are – chemistry.” 

“A combination of DNA.” 102 still on the chemistry kick. 

“Exactly. Addition and subtraction of pertinent information alters the outcome – gray eyes. 

Green eyes. Blue eyes, brown, it’s all chemistry and I don’t find that gloomy at all. It’s simply fact. It 

could be said that to combine anything you end up with something muddled, something in the middle. 
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But if we didn’t have combination, we’d have fewer of everything. We’d have fewer words – trust me! 

Fewer by far! Someone mentioned middle earlier? And things that are in the middle have throughout 

the course of history been considered muddy, drab, sere, and possibly unpleasant because of their 

impurity. But they made something new, they made the word GRAY. And personally I think you all are 

missing out a very important part of Definition 1, the word neutral. Gray is something on equal ground, 

hard to do. Not on one side or the other, a diplomat. No opinion worth pure conviction or idolatry 

because the other side is always valid as well. Why rock the boat?... Just like my eyes.” 

“How are we supposed to discuss ‘no opinion’?” 17 was dumbfounded. Speaker granted 

community forum and felt his grip with Podium tighten. The Participants’ voices rose, booming off the 

curved ceiling of the Dome as Dictionary attempted to interject Definition 3 into the frenzy: dull, dreary 

or monotonous. 

Community forum carried on echoing around the dome as jaws rose and dropped, and the veins 

in necks purpled, but 43 remained silent. His paddle swung like a pendulum, near his solid frame. He 

matched his breath with the movement, and let his created rhythm make him stronger.  He stared hard 

at Scribe behind her towers of entries. The top of her head starred back at him, solemnly still, like a 

broken robot. Her left hand was surely the only sign of life, somewhere behind the analytics of language 

stacked around her. As the paddle swung and 43’s mind cornered around the thought of a full swing, a 

grand loop up and over his head, his word-making devices tightened, clinched in a growing rage. The 

words floating across and through him held no meaning and could have been a flock of crows screaming 

endlessly out on the hills they weren’t allowed to climb.  

Full Swing. Large and quick. And stunning.  

“Community forum suspended. Imposed water break for lubrication.” Speaker did not bend 

from his pedestal, neither did Podium. They held firm on 43. 
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“43, immediate detention with intended ostracizing.” As the words escaped, Speaker’s mouth 

curled slightly at the corners, his fingers did too letting the same slime of power escape from Podium. In 

a society founded on analytical discussion, movement would be punished.  

 
 

43 stood tall on the stump Scribe had led him to. Their eyes had made words, motionless words 

Speaker could not punish. Scribe now back at her meticulous work, 43 stared straight over the heads of 

the Participants who clawed at one another with deep thoughts. Gray had made it to Definition 5: 

pertaining to old age; mature. Many words took days, even occasionally weeks to sift through, taking 

twists and forks and losing all trace of the original ideas. Scribe had her work cut out for her. Once a 

year, she left the clan to scrutinize the most influential of forum notes and compile them, make sense of 

them. She would come back with a thesis of grandeur; a mammoth task that she succeeded in year after 

year. After the Listening Ceremony of Conclusions, the year of discoveries in the form of a thick 

manuscript would be buried in the vault, for some other species or time to learn from when the world 

ended and began again. This week of quiet was 43’s favorite of the year, while others rested their 

instruments and went about anticipating the conclusion of the year’s forums, he listened; finally able to 

enjoy the sound of wind. And he thought, he thought a lot because this was the time for free thought. 

He didn’t have to think about a specific word and drain it of all life and joy and mystery, he could think 

about whatever he wanted.  A few times a year he would purposely end up in Detention so he could 

free think, much like this particular day; the day of Gray. Though each time he ended up here on the 

stump watching his fellows belabor and bellow, he considered some kind of rebellion, a rebellion 

through movement (the Speaker’s greatest fear).  

“And now, let our intention to ostracize 43 be known.” Speaker did not turn to look at 43 

knowing the power of the clan was always more effective than him alone. Dictionary rang the bell to 

signal entrance to the intention, and the Participants began to form words of punishment at 43. He 
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never caught very much, the occasional ‘You are neglecting your duty,’ or ‘We need your help to dissect, 

stay with us’; an overall amalgamation of tactics to humiliate and inevitably lead him back. Today 

seemed to be lasting much longer for some reason.    

“Thank you Participants. 43, your thoughts on Definition 5?” Now it was time for 43 to make 

amends, admit he had been in the wrong, and come back to the world via speech. His mouth parted as 

he sucked in breath. He held it as his eyes danced a little.  

“43?” He swallowed and let his mouth part again, rolled his tongue over the roof of his mouth, 

and again made the move to speak, but no sound emerged.  

“43!” And a third time he tried, but nothing; no words. His mouth had decided. And he let his 

paddle arm answer as his hand opened just enough to let it fall with a bang to the rock floor of the 

Dome. And in response to the sound, his paddle armed jumped, let out a twitch or maybe a jerk; some 

swivel of involuntary deliberateness. And just as quickly the flinch came again and held a beat, a beat 

that turned from staccato to fluidity with the longest spread open arching circle an arm has ever made.  

And it happened again.  

And then he tried the other arm.  

And then both were going, round and round, and the beat came faster and faster until the 

unison twirling of his long arms flipped as if swimming again and again in a blurred pinwheel motion. 

Round and round they soared and 43 felt something growing within him, a communication worthy of 

debate.  

“Get out! You are not worthy of the Dome!” Speaker led the chant and the Participants joined 

him until the roar became his music and the speed-swing of his arms found it. The arms and the music 

flowed to the rest of his body and those solid stalks bent and tripped and rippled over his stump until he 

felt rock ground. Then he was draping his limbs through the crowd as they stepped as stiffly as they 

could out of his jolting unpredictable path. The volume of the angry music grew and 43 found it filling his 
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limbs with purpose. His hands found the ground and his legs toppled above his carriage. He spun and 

flipped and jumped his way out of the dome in a frenzy of purpose; some new mode of communication.  

And out in the wind he let its sound become new accompaniment.  

43 would not speak again.  

Speaker dismissed the Participants with a quick nod to Dictionary who pulled the old bell three 

times, and as they chanted themselves outside to the monstrosity to inject him with more ridicule, 

Scribe came to Speaker’s aid. She pried, his now white knuckles, from Podium and sighed.  

“43 is dead to us now. Tomorrow we’ll begin again without him.” She nodded and crossed 

through the now empty expanse of the Dome silently, feeling very lucky to have been born into the line 

of Scribe. It got her out of so many things, first and foremost the expectation to share and dissect ideas 

through words. She would never have to be a Participant. This thankfulness wrapped her as she entered 

the night, lingering only for a minute at the merciless crowd shouting out of silent frames at a man who 

continued to dance in the moonlit dirt.  

 
 

The rising sun brought the Participants toward the Dome, their eager mouths mulling over the 

possible word of the day. They traipsed, giving nothing away in their strides; an army of identical ghosts. 

As they approached, they found a comrade on his knees in the dirt. The dirt dance of 43 had long ago 

ended as his limbs had bent to exhaustion, but he trailed his still moving fingers in patterns along the 

dusty ground, legs stretched before him to rest. The Participant on his knees just beyond had evidently 

spent the night trying to reason with 43, and to no avail.   

“I give up. I have no more words, I simply cannot convince you…” And the Participant let his 

buttocks flatten which forced the sliding of knees from under him. He caught himself with one under-

used arm, exhaled and let his legs crawl out before him, finding the need to straighten so dire it 

bordered on desperation. 43 eyed him, their bodies now in the same pose, as he continued his finger 
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dance through the sand. The Participant eyed him back and something crossed between them, some 

unbreakable accord.  

43 let his right index finger leap as far as it could without bringing the arm with it and then dove 

down to a point making an impression in the brown ground. It took a moment, but with eyes still locked, 

the Participant found his own index finger growing out from his side. It didn’t leap, but spoor a flimsy 

line out to the farthest point it could without causing more parts to react. 43 pulsed that index finger 

once, then twice, forcing the impression deeper. The Participant followed suit, gaining strength from his 

teacher; this overwhelming feeling of defeat setting him up for reprogramming. And then his index 

finger copied the motion. 43 grinned. The participant communicated in kind.  

“Come 120, day’s beginning,” called a voice from the crowd that began to file into the Dome. 

120 did not respond, he didn’t even seem to register the language at all, but the finger frolic grew. 

Suddenly both 43 and 120 were back to their knees with full hands patting the ground in front of them, 

slamming and squishing the dirt.  

“120, he’s dead. Come!” 120 brought his arm led by fingers up past a shoulder and higher, just 

barely touching a cheek and let it rise to the sky. And then it swung; a full swing. 43 complimented it 

with a full double swing.  

“He’s not coming. He’s lost.” 

“What do you mean?” 

“He’s dead now too. It’s spreading. Get inside.”  

The Participants hurried their uninspired limbs as their mouths began to fill the wind with 

words. 120, who up until now had done nothing but believe in the society of language analytics, rose to 

standing. He had been one of those with lots of thought, many an idea, but rarely called on because his 

articulation skills under pressure had proved lacking. He was articulating now. He felt the jolt of 
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conversation in every part of his physical form. And 43 joined him in standing, rejuvenated by the 

sudden bond. 

 
 

The dancing couple used the day to explore the possibilities of their limbs, and the joy of rebirth 

surrounded them as the heated debate carried on inside the Dome. During an imposed water break for 

necessary lubrication, some of them found themselves outside and drawn to the motions of the dead 

couple.  

 

Now a small pack, they communicated through the wind with one another in the dirt by 

exchanging wider arm circles and leaping rolls, the only thing escaping their lips being their own 

personal winds of panting breath flowing in and out to the rhythm of the group. The correspondence 

and possibilities of opinion finding them through a slight bend of the knee or a repositioning of the chin.  

The debate within fueled on with an underscore of deep panic. Speaker, solid with Podium, seemed 

outwardly unmoved by the loss of his sheep, and conducted the forum as he did every other. 

Somewhere in his grip though, his union with Podium, there was a shake, just a small sliver of a jitter 

that made Podium just a little less sturdy in his granite mount. A small crack crawled up his left side. 

Dictionary remained faithful as always, his only worry pertaining to his creaking vocal mechanism, and 

Scribe seemed untouched as well with her head down and buried in paper and ink. How many would it 

take to phase them?  

Half. I would take half.  
 
 

“We are gathered this evening to levy a necessary separation. Those dead to us must remain 

dead, and as the loss is great and hinders our desire to learn through the exploration and study of 

language, it will not keep us from performing our necessary work. Movement steals thought. It enables 
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catharsis, yes, but in a way that cannot be recorded and therefore is useless. Our language based 

communication can be put down, kept, and because of this, it has value. It has purpose beyond our lives. 

Those dead to us, are speaking in a way that serves no one but themselves. Thus, it is necessary to erase 

them. The Dome is our salvation and they will not enter or participate. We will carry on without them. I 

commend you Participants for embracing our society completely. Tomorrow we will carry on our great 

work and I encourage each of you to use the forum to the best of your verbal ability. Tomorrow 

everyone will be called upon. There is space now to hear every voice. I eagerly await all of your opinions 

come the rising sun.” Speaker bowed his head to their exit. Scribe carried her daily notes with her as she 

fled, and Dictionary escaped to his quarters above the bell. Podium’s crack up the left had left him 

slanted and Speaker caressed the crevice quietly.  

“All is not lost. There are still plenty among us who speak.” He stepped away slowly to find the 

door behind that led to his bed, his wooden leg thumping against the rock floor as he went.   

 
 

The night had proved sleepless for many a Participant, questioning turns and tugs of sheet bid 

them rise with the sun in a different way. And as those that remained walked the still walk to the Dome 

for another day of exploration through language, more were lost and did not make it inside. The Movers 

exposed a flaw in society and with that the invitation to something new and freeing. The unison arm 

swings that churned the wind held more captive to the cause, and the opening of Discussion found 

Speaker, Dictionary, and Scribe leading only a few. The ritual began as usual, those left choosing to 

ignore the sea of forgotten paddles that lined the walk into the Dome each clutching his or hers with a 

locking grip out of fear of losing it and thereby entering the transformation to the dead and spoiled 

Participant; the Mover.  

The decision had been made for an intentional skip of all words that directly followed Gray, as 

the word was now as dead as those who had been altered by it. In fact, in an attempt to erase the day 
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and its deeds from memory, Speaker had imposed the Churn rule, only used twice before in his reign, 

and Dictionary had stuck his finger in the H papers blindfolded. He rang the booming bell and cleared his 

throat with a wet hack. 

“Habitual. Definition 1: of the nature of a habit.” 

“17, followed by 5.” Speaker spoke strongly imagining the protest of movement just beyond the 

walls of the Dome. He imagined them collapsing and crawling their way back, seeing the word and its 

power in a new light. He needed to, as projecting to a mere ten Participants seemed silly somehow. 

Scribe balanced her pen, taken from somewhere in the mound of wrapped hair, just a fraction away 

from her paper, ready to dive in. She needed the distraction as Speaker needed his imaginings. 

Dictionary just needed new vocal chords.  

“First thought, what is a habit? Something we choose to do consistently. So a person who 

chooses to do many of the same things over and over, continuously – so much so that it becomes part of 

his or her character, could be considered habitual. These actions that define him come as second nature 

almost, perhaps bordering on instinctual.” Speaker imagined the Movers returning to their instincts. 

“Things that are learned aren’t instinctual.” 

“But habits become almost instinctual. They are reoccurring. The very word nature is in the 

definition. Nature is instinctual. Instincts come naturally – as do habits, once they’ve occurred enough to 

be labeled as such.” 

“But how do you define that? Is a habit something you do once a day? Something you do once a 

week? Once an hour? I think it’s important to distinguish this nature of reoccurring choices before you 

can label it as near instinct thereby labeling someone as habitual. How many habits must one have in 

order to be defined as habitual?” 

Bang. 
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“10, 20? I believe it has more to do with the idea of something learned. Something learned to 

such a degree that it becomes a pattern.” 

Bang.  

“Yes! But once it can be labeled as a pattern, doesn’t that make it natural, almost instinctual at 

that point?” Scribe let her learned and perfected habit of note taking flood her.  

Bang. Bang. Bang.  

The participants stammered for a moment, the attempt to ignore the shaking of the great Dome 

door becoming impossible.  

“Continue. We’re onto something. Ignore the attempted intrusion.” Speaker began to dig his 

pointer finger into the growing tear in Podium’s side, breaking the minute particles of stone collecting in 

a dust under the nail. 

Bang. Bang. Bang. Bang. Bang. 

“Okay, yes, well the pattern of an action or thought, and the increased awareness that this has become 

an unbreakable routine… Maybe that… I’m sorry, lost my train of thought.” 

“Continue!” 

Bang. Bang. Bang. Bang. Bang. Bang. Burst. 

And the great rock door slid open and with it came wind and a trampling pack of limbs swinging 

this way and that, rolling, climbing over one another in flips and leaps; a chorus of spirited physical 

emotion. They spread themselves around the remaining faltering Participants like knowledgeable apes 

or hyenas smoldering for a kill, only the exquisite fluidness of body parts adding graceful humanness to 

their animal hunger.  

“Speak!” Speaker refused to acknowledge, but the Participants could find no words. 17 

floundered to the ground in a ball while the others made for the walls of the Dome with fiery feet, all 

adding to the communication of movement whether they meant to or not. Dictionary, having awoken 
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due to the commotion stood jaw dropped at the flourish of heartfelt limbs below him. He began to ring 

the bell, tugging the rope with all his might, over and over and over. Scribe, whose pen held firm in the 

almost finished letter H on her page, pulled suddenly ripping the paper. This motion fueling and 

stunning her, she struck out again at the page, not with the shaping of a symbol in mind or any necessity 

of record, but with a hard fast violent plunge of ink. She struck again and again, whirling her pen along 

and into her towers of notes sending ripped smeared pages a float and spinning. Speaker’s chest caved 

up and down at the scene before him and his finger within Podium’s weakness drove too far, breaking a 

substantial piece. Off it came clocking the stone floor. Podium stood motionless, separate, and 

unavailable to aid. Speaker lost his balance, the wooden peg of a leg scratching to catch his weight but 

failing. He felt the stone ground with his hands and pulled himself along knowing his pillar of security 

and confidence, the containment of his soul, would not be able to save him; all denial vanishing. As the 

bell pierced on and the notes of his work flew bloodied, the once-willing Participants danced in circles 

communicating with physical abandon their goodbye to the society they had always known. Speaker 

drug himself to the bell chord. He would use his upper body strength to pull himself up and out of the 

pit of moving madness. He found it and began to climb up slowly. Dictionary swan dove off his perch 

when he saw his master coming, caught by the joyous romping Movers (safety for his throat at last). The 

mob found a common breath in their bodies and surrounded the bell rope to chase Speaker up and 

away. They circled their arms at a radiant speed and bent and unbent their grounded legs, as Speaker 

willed his arms to get him to the perch.  

“You ostracize me, and lead me to a solitary life, but remember that only a few days have 

passed since you did the same to 43! He and I are the only beings among us without hypocrisy. I will not 

give up language. It is what separates us from beasts. I will leave it behind when I am gone. What will 

you leave behind? Footprints in the sand?” Speaker pulled with every last ounce of strength he had to 

the Perch and lay panting staring blindly down at this new society.  
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“Conform if you must, but the cycle will turn. You will get tired and at some point will know 

something that can only be communicated through the language of words.” His wooden leg, having 

moved more strenuously that ever before, unlatched and broke to pieces on the hard floor far below 

him. The Movers continued their dance around the pieces, one picking up a substantial grab of oak and 

throwing it up over his head, he let the words “false leg” escape just briefly from his lips. Someone 

repeated the words. And then someone else. And so it goes.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 


